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Timing the market is essential
...for success in the long term

by Alan Hull

Find out why an 
unprofitable Mining 

Company increases more 
than tenfold in value 

whilst a highly profitable 
Consumer Services 

Company halves in value 
at the same time.



Alan Hull is an authorised representative of Gryphon 
Learning, holder of Australian Financial Services 

Licence No. 246606.

All comment made during this presentation is of a 
general nature and does not take into account the 

individual circumstances of anyone present.

Accordingly, the content of this presentation is not a 
recommendation that a particular course of action is 
appropriate for any particular person and therefore is 

not suitable to be acted on as investment advice.

This is not specific investment advice



Origin Energy, a great growth stock



Boral, another great growth stock



Cochlear rose tenfold inside 5 years



But this talk isn’t about growth stocks

It’s about when to trade in growth stocks



This talk isn’t about income stocks...

It’s about when to acquire income stocks



It’s about why Fortescue Metals...

...share price went up tenfold...



...while Flight Centre’s share price more

...than halved between 2003 and 2006



It’s about when to buy and when...

..to sell shares - it’s about market timing



It all starts with understanding Financial

Markets as Complex Adaptive Systems



Bull runs occur at the chaotic end of...

the spectrum - and are sentiment driven



After bull runs, markets swing to the...

...other extreme - also sentiment driven



This phenomenon is quite common...

...and is seen across different markets



But after a while, markets become...

...rational again - fundamentally driven



Of course the rational state is the most...

sustainable - and then the cycle repeats



Hence, we know not to rely heavily on...

fundamental analysis at times like this



But during a rational period...

Fundamental Analysis comes to the fore



Now let’s go back to the consolidation...

phases...you may remember post-1987



And there’s a very good chance you’re...

...familiar with our recent consolidation



But you definitely won’t remember...

...this consolidation period, post-1929 



And, as usual, the U.S. market formed

...a channel before taking off again 



And just like the All Ords, the whole...

...pattern repeats itself - but with a twist 



The next correction is a widening...

...pattern - enter Keynesian Economics



Treasury under a Nixon administration

...announced a major stimulus package 



Thus what we’re seeing today closely...

...parallels what occurred in the 1970s 



Back to the 1970s and a bulge has...

...replaced the consolidation pattern 



The trade off is a wild ride with the Dow

...revisiting levels from the early 1960s



Moving forward to the present and...

...we have a small technical problem



The Dow Jones Industrial Average...

...has a bit missing - the Tech Boom



So we need to switch to the SP-500...

...which is enjoying an amazing bull run



This fundamental/technical disconnect..

suggests the corrective phase isn’t over



So a repeat of the early 1970s...

...isn’t entirely out of the question



And it’s unlikely the U.S. market...

...will fall going into the 2012 election 



Moving on to Europe where the FTSE...

...is doing a series of inside swings



And the Shanghai Composite which is...

breaking out of its recent consolidation



Of course our market is a mixture...

...of both the U.S. & Chinese markets



But the bottom line right now is we’re...

...trending down - so what do we do?



Growth stocks aren’t growing but there...

are some very attractive income stocks



Eventually the market will bottom out...

...and turn up again - what do we do?



And finally to the other extreme where...

...the market tops out - what do we do?



Maybe you’re using Managed Funds...

...rather than direct share ownership



This market understanding is like...

...satellite navigation for investors



Providing us with a general roadmap...



So market timing is achievable and...

...essential for success in the long term

Thank you for 
watching this 
presentation

Subscribe to Alan’s 
weekly Blue Chip Report 

and let him be your 
Stockmarket guide. To 
find out more about the 
Blue Chip Report and to 
download a subscription 
form today please visit...

alanhull.com
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